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ABSTRACT

1

Recent scandals involving data from participatory research
have contributed to broader public concern about online privacy. Such concerns might make people more reluctant to
participate in research that asks them to volunteer personal
data, compromising many researchers’ data collection. We
tested several motivational messages that encouraged participation in a citizen science project. We measured people’s
willingness to disclose personal information. While participants were less likely to share sensitive data than neutral
data, disclosure behaviour was not affected by attitudes to
privacy. Importantly, we found that citizen scientists who
were exposed to a motivational message that emphasised
‘learning’ were more likely to share sensitive information
than those presented with other types of motivational cues.
Our results suggest that priming individuals with motivational messages can increase their willingness to contribute
personal data to a project, even if the request pertains to
sensitive information.

During the 2016 US presidential election campaign, a group
of electioneers had very detailed information about the voters they were trying to lure. They knew so much because
they had the profiles of ‘at least 50 million (estimated by
Facebook themselves to be up to 87 million) global Facebook
users’ (p.16) [14]. In what is called the Cambridge Analytica
scandal, electioneers used these profiles to accurately target
election advertising.
The data at the core of the scandal was procured via a
personality self-test app promoted through Facebook. The
app, ‘thisisyourdigitallife’, was created by a University of
Cambridge academic and promised to give participants some
insight into their personality. Approximately 320,000 Facebook users took the test. Critically, participants gave the
app permission to access profiles of their Facebook friends.
Thus, 320,000 people curious about their personality yielded
at least 50 million valuable Facebook profiles.
Researchers often tell people something about themselves
in exchange for their participation in research studies [34],
[29]. This kind of quid pro quo is an effective way of recruiting new and curious ‘citizen scientists’ who help to
improve our understanding of the world. As citizen scientists, lay-people gather, disclose, or aid the analysis of data
as part of an organised, often academic-led, endeavour to
further scientific discovery [31]. On Zooniverse [32], a popular citizen science platform, volunteers often complete benign tasks; they help to classify galaxies, count penguins, or
transcribe historical manuscripts. In some projects, though,
individuals are required to directly or indirectly disclose
personal information. For example, the Bandicoot Sighting
Register (hosted on SciStarter, the US alternative to Zooniverse), asks citizen scientists who spot a bandicoot, to take
a photograph and submit it, alongside GPS location, to the
website. Another project, Mappiness, aimed at establishing
links between mood and daily environment, asked citizen
scientists to record information about how they felt, while
the sensor in their phone tracked their location [21]. With
the increasing popularity of online citizen science, previous
work has signalled the need for human-computer interaction
researchers to study this form of data collection in order to
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INTRODUCTION

maximise the benefits it offers: participant privacy is highlighted as one of the main areas that could benefit from the
skills of HCI researchers [28].
The General Data Protection Regulation, which became
binding in the European Union in 2018 [9], places greater
responsibility on project organisers to obtain fully informed
consent from those contributing data. As the new laws make
it necessary to inform participants exactly and explicitly
what will happen to their data, this precludes any kind of
‘finessing’ of project descriptions. This could easily make citizen scientists more cautious about contributing, even if the
underlying data collected has not changed. These changes
mean that project coordinators will likely need to put more
care and energy into communicating the benefits of taking
part in their projects to prospective participants in order to
maintain current recruitment rates.
We investigated the impact of reinforcing the benefits
of citizen science participation (operationalised by presenting a motivational message at the start of the project) on
data disclosure among citizen scientists. We aimed to clarify
whether the way in which citizen scientists are encouraged
to take part in a project, has an impact on how much personal
information they disclose.
The results of our study demonstrate a practical way to
encourage the necessary disclosure of sensitive personal data
from citizen scientists in a way that promotes transparency
and complies with new, stricter privacy laws. We hope that
our work will help researchers to design future citizen science projects in a way that is better aligned with people’s
attitudes and preferences in relation to data privacy and data
disclosure. Our work is intended as a building block towards
a more empirically-driven design of online citizen science
projects, where data disclosure is approached as part of a
transparent, fair and mutually beneficial collaboration.
Moreover, we contribute to research in the area of humancomputer interaction by providing an ethical framework for
encouraging online participants to disclose sensitive data.
We propose that findings from studies such as ours must be
utilised to design projects that overtly inform participants
about any motivational measures used to enhance disclosure. As will be highlighted later in this paper, we make a
clear distinction between coercing participants to disclose
data and learning about people’s preferences in order to provide more attractive rewards to participants who decide to
‘donate’ their data to unpaid research projects. While the
first practice cannot build lasting trust and cooperation in
citizen science communities, the latter can enable project
coordinators to remain effective at data collection at a time
when transparency in data collection practices becomes increasingly important. The study presented in this paper sets
out to answer the question: ‘can the use of motivational
cues increase citizen scientists’ willingness to share sensitive

data?’. The study is conducted in a citizen science context,
with a sample recruited from the general population rather
than, as is the case with most prior research investigating
the behaviour of citizen scientists, with small samples of
committed long-time contributors. The current study sets
out to test three hypotheses:
H1: Privacy fundamentalists will be less willing to disclose
information than those categorised as privacy pragmatists
and privacy unconcerned.
H2: Participants will be more likely to disclose information
when responding to neutral questions than when responding
to sensitive questions.
H3: Motivational messages pertaining to learning opportunities, social proof and contribution will result in higher
levels of disclosure than messages pertaining to altruism.
That is, we expect there will be an interaction between ‘motivation type’ and the impact of ‘item sensitivity’ on disclosure
behaviour.
2

RELATED WORK

Citizen Science and Data Privacy
Citizen science has been portrayed as a tool that can simultaneously empower scientists to analyse larger datasets as well
as improving scientific literacy among the general public [2].
It is also increasingly being used in HCI and social science,
and facilitates collection of scientific data [17]. Participants
are often recruited in large numbers through social media or
citizen science platforms. They consent to taking part, motivated by a willingness to learn, contribute or connect [8]. In
contrast to traditional research, citizen scientists typically do
not receive remuneration for taking part in citizen science
projects [15], however this does not appear to negatively
impact the quality of data. Wiseman et al. demonstrated the
feasibility and effectiveness of HCI research with participation of citizen scientists. They found that data provided in
the absence of monetary reward, and contributed for altruistic reasons, can equal or indeed exceed the quality of data
generated by paid participants [34]. Their results suggest
that citizen science can provide viable solutions for large
scale HCI experiments that could be otherwise prohibitively
expensive to run.
Despite the value of citizen science projects, it is important
to note that the design of ethical citizen science requires
careful consideration of associated risks that participation
might pose to individuals. Citizen scientists are, by default,
placed in an uncertain situation. They contribute to activities
typically undertaken by trained research staff and are often
simultaneously tasked with roles similar to those of research
participants. Citizen scientists do not, however, benefit from
nearly the same level of training, or protective measures
2

as professional scientists and traditional lab-based research
participants.
These unpaid volunteers often contribute information that
they gather with their mobile devices (such as in the case
of monitoring noise levels, [19] or else information about
themselves, for example when taking part in psychological
or health-related citizen science [6]. Some examples of the
highly-sensitive data regularly disclosed by citizen scientists
are: location (this can relate to personal location at a given
point in time, location of work or home, frequency of visiting a particular location), medical data, and information
about their work and educational status. These examples of
sensitive data are often collected for as meta data, for example a time- and location-stamped photograph of a rare
species of bird. Such data, if misused, might yield a way to
learn about the routines of a citizen scientist - where they go,
when and how long they stay there, or which type of mobile
device they can afford. This kind of leakage becomes more
concerning when people, for instance, use their phone to constantly monitor noise levels in their neighbourhood. Sharing
this recording with researchers could reveal movements and
whereabouts over a lengthy period of time. Similarly, an individual completing a psychological survey can easily disclose
information that, if misappropriated, could compromise their
privacy and security.
The data collected by citizen science projects is not always completely transparent to contributors. Seeking fully
informed consent to use or reuse data is not always seen as a
priority by citizen science coordinators: only 10 projects (8%)
out of the 118 surveyed asked their participants to sign an
explicit informed consent form [30]. This could be the result
of shying away from discussing any issues that might lower
participation. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that making
privacy issues salient immediately before disclosure, even
if the matter is raised in a positive tone, can cause participants to become more cautious about disclosure [23]. This
approach however, presents two problems. Firstly, from an
ethical standpoint, whilst the omission of discussion around
privacy concerns might be less damaging to long term participants who have a well-rounded understanding of the nature
and complexities of information disclosure in a citizen science context, individuals who have had very little experience
with citizen science or those who prefer to only ‘dabble’, (i.e.
take part occasionally), may be more at risk of disclosing
information about themselves without fully understanding
the potential implications or without taking privacy measures (e.g. not sharing with other citizen scientists that the
location stamped photograph was taken at their home). It
could be argued that these ‘dabblers’ may not be fully capable of making an informed decision about disclosing or
withholding information in a citizen science project, when
project coordinators decide not to discuss privacy issues with

participants. Secondly, from a legal standpoint, the newly
introduced General Data Protection Regulation [9] makes
it impossible to gloss over the specifics of how data will be
used or re-used once collected.
It seems likely that the atmosphere of public concern about
privacy could put at risk the sustainability of projects that
rely on personal data. According to the Ofcom reports from
2015, 2016 and 2017 [25], [26],[27], a trend for growing privacy concerns among internet users can also be observed in
the United Kingdom. It is possible that rising internet literacy is offering individuals more insights into the potential
dangers that may co-exist with the benefits of smartphone
applications and, in general, mobile computing. This growing awareness of online privacy issues might make it more
difficult to attract the wider public to take part in disclosureheavy citizen science projects.
Disclosure of data in citizen science contexts is a particularly under-researched area [4]. The goal of ensuring participants’ privacy is noted in citizen science literature [17].
Nevertheless, only one study so far has empirically investigated the issue of privacy with citizen science volunteers:
Bowser et al. [3] conducted focus groups and semi-structured
interviews with fourteen experienced citizen scientists and
thirteen citizen science coordinators. These authors found
that the experienced citizen scientists who took part in their
study prioritised openness and sharing over privacy. Some
participants’ responses suggested that this could be a result of
a strong motivation to contribute to the project. Discussing
these results, Bowser et al. underscored that information
disclosure in citizen science differs from other types of information disclosure specifically because of the collaborative,
social context of citizen science. However, their participants,
described by the authors as ‘particularly engaged volunteers
familiar with the culture and norms of citizen science’ (p.
2127) differ significantly from the majority of citizen scientists, who occasionally ‘dabble’ in projects rather than
dedicating large quantities of time to them [10]. These ‘dabblers’ who participate in a casual and irregular manner have
also been shown to be more motivated by outcomes of a
project rather than by the intrinsic pleasure of participation [10]. It follows, then, that defining and emphasising
the concrete benefits of participation is especially important
when recruiting and retaining ‘dabblers’, and also possibly
a deciding factor when encouraging dabblers to contribute
personal information to citizen science projects. It is likely
that dabblers, not being attached to or knowledgeable about
any particular project, will show more scrutiny when making decisions about whether to disclose or withhold their
data. It is important to focus on the behaviour of dabblers as
some citizen science projects (for example those in which the
participants are also the subject of study, as can be the case
with citizen psych-science, [15] cannot rely on a handful of
3

top contributors completing most of the work. The successful future of many citizen science projects may well depend
on the willingness of dabblers to share personal information
about themselves.
There are many factors that could be of interest when
investigating what causes citizen scientists to disclose or
withhold data. Our choice to study the role of motivational
cues and existing privacy concerns will enable us to investigate the degree to which participants can be ‘swayed’ to
contribute data. Moreover, we aim to compare the disclosure
behaviour of ‘dabblers’ to the disclosure behaviour of top
contributors studied by Bowser et al. [3] who found that the
strong motivation to participate in citizen science observed
among top contributors can override the privacy concerns
they might otherwise hold. We decided to examine the impact of these privacy concerns and motivational cues against
two types of data: neutral and sensitive. This distinction,
between neutral data disclosure and sensitive data disclosure, is a reflection of what can happen in a natural citizen
science context. For example, a bird watching project [33]
may ask us to provide a description of birds we saw during
a walk (neutral information), but also enquire about when
and where we took that walk (sensitive information that, in
case of a data breach, could be misused).

the store asking for more sensitive information was lowered
only by one euro, the great majority of participants chose
that store. Notably, post-experiment testing showed that 95%
of individuals taking part in this study were interested in
protecting their data.
In light of the conflicting evidence described above, we
examine whether attitudes to privacy influence disclosure
of information in a citizen science context. As our current
study gives the participants an opportunity to leave questions unanswered and still continue with participation, we
predict that the disclosure-shy privacy fundamentalists will
be retained within the study, but present with lower disclosure on items that pertain to sensitive topics or enquire about
data of third persons.
Data Sensitivity
An important variable for studying disclosure behaviour is
the sensitivity of information requests. For example, asking about a person’s favourite colour is a neutral request
when compared to asking them about their address or date
of birth. In a credit card application context, Malheiros et al.
[22] found that participants were much less likely to cooperate with an information disclosure request when questions
pertained to sensitive information such as health records or
friends’ email addresses, as opposed to more neutral questions pertaining to participants’ demographics. It may be
important for researchers designing citizen science projects,
to recognise the difference between neutral and sensitive
information requests. It is possible that, with privacy awareness growing in the wider population [27], requests to disclose sensitive personal data may need to be coupled with
additional design features such as motivational cues or pretesting participants for privacy attitudes. We expect that the
impact of data sensitivity on disclosure demonstrated by
Malheiros et al. [22] will also feature in a citizen science context. Therefore, we examine whether the sensitivity of a data
item will be correlated with the proportion of participants
responding to it.

Participant Attitudes
The seminal work of Westin proposes that individuals can
be classified as privacy unconcerned (those who do not mind
disclosing information about themselves), privacy pragmatists (those who disclose information strategically) and privacy fundamentalists (those who prefer to avoid disclosing
information about themselves), [11]. In a recent study, participants were required to complete a credit card application
that asked for sensitive information. Individuals who were
classed as either privacy pragmatists or unconcerned according to the Westin Privacy Scale, were 5.6 times more likely to
submit the form, when compared to privacy fundamentalists
[22].
Nevertheless, privacy research has shown that ability to
predict disclosure behaviour from the level of privacy concern is inconsistent, a phenomenon referred to as the ‘privacy
paradox’ [18]. It has been observed that even when individuals state that they are concerned about their privacy, it is still
relatively easy to convince them to part with their data. For
example, in a field experiment conducted by Beresford et al.
[1], participants were asked to buy a DVD from one of two
stores, both of which asked for some personal information:
the income and date of birth in the case of the first store,
and favourite colour and year of birth in the second store.
Despite the first store requesting far more sensitive information, when the price of DVD was the same, participants
bought from both stores equally often. When the price of

Motivation to Participate
The use of monetary rewards to help convince individuals to
part with their personal data is a common focus for privacy
studies [35]. It has been proposed that most disclosure decisions involve a privacy calculus scenario, where individuals
weigh the perceived cost of disclosure against the benefits
of disclosing information about themselves [16]. While this
calculation is easy to observe and manipulate in the private
sector (for example a certain amount of money or a free
service can be offered in exchange for personal data), the
voluntary context of citizen science prompts the study of
how non-monetary rewards may impact data disclosure decisions. Discussing the results of their study, Bowser et al. [3]
4

brought to attention the link between what citizen scientists
perceived as rewards of participation, and the disclosure decisions they made while taking part in citizen science projects.
Although the role of motivation in citizen science has been
the focus of many investigations, the study conducted by
Bowser et al. is the first to empirically establish a link between the motivation of a citizen scientist to participate in a
project and their willingness to part with personal data.
Studies of participant recruitment have shown that priming potential citizen scientists with motivational messages
can have an impact on their behaviour. In a large study
(n=36,513) conducted by Lee and colleagues [20], potential
participants were sent emails with one of four randomly
assigned messages in the subject line. The four variations of
the message all focused on trying to recruit participants for
the Gravity Spy project, however each message focused on a
different motivation to take part: 1. Learning science (‘Extend
your knowledge in astrophysics by participating in Gravity
Spy!’; 2. Social Proof (‘Join your fellow citizen scientists in
classifying problematic noise in the search for gravitational
waves!... Many citizen scientists are already participating in
the project!’); 3. Contribution to science (‘You can contribute
to science by classifying problematic noise in the search of
gravitational waves!’); 4. Altruism (‘Astrophysicists need
your help to classify problematic noise in the search for
gravitational waves!’). Lee et al. found that messages emphasising learning, social proof and contribution were more
effective in attracting participants than those alluding to
altruism. Moreover, Diner et al.[7] have demonstrated the
importance of reinforcing the social context of citizen science; they found that citizen scientists who were presented
with a message about the contributions of a high-performing
peer or group would increase their own contribution level. It
may be important for researchers designing citizen science
projects to consider how to motivate volunteers to participate. In our study we explore whether ‘motivation type’
impacts disclosure behaviour.
3

media, specifically, on Twitter. Tweets encouraging participation were posted, for example: ‘Did you get enough ZzZzZzs
last night? Tell us about your sleep habits in this awesome
#citizenscience survey! http://www.sleepmapping.net’; ‘It‘s
my party and I‘ll sleep if I want to... Take part in our #citizenscience project about SLEEP https://sleepmapping.net’;
or ‘How many ZzZzZzs are you getting? Tell us! sleepmapping.net #citizenscience’.
Participation was open to all individuals over the age of 18,
irrespective of their location of residence. Of the 566 individuals who followed the link to the survey, 331 decided to take
part in the study. Participants who dropped out throughout
the study (n=149) were excluded. Solely the data of those individuals who completed the final question of the survey were
selected for final analysis. The resultant sample consisted
of N=182 participants (128 female, 53 male, 1 undisclosed),
with a mean age of 38 years.
Materials
Materials included a website, www.sleepmapping.net, created for this project and a survey hosted online, via a survey
platform www.qualtrics.com. The website contained a message that said ‘Welcome. Take part in the Sleep Mapping
survey!’ and a link to the Qualtrics-based survey.
The survey consisted of the following elements: a motivational message (1 out of 4, randomly assigned), a Participant
Information Sheet, sixteen consent questions compliant with
the General Data Protection Regulation (2016), a question
enquiring about interest in future studies, Demographicsrelated questions (age, gender, Internet use, previous citizen
science participation), 19 Neutral Item Questions, 14 Sensitive Item Questions, and the Westin Privacy Scale.
The motivational messages were adapted from a study
conducted by Lee et al. [20], and were as follows: 1.‘Extend
your knowledge of health psychology by participating in
the Sleep Mapping survey!’ (‘Learning’ motivation); 2. ‘Join
your fellow citizen scientists in establishing connections between stress and sleep! Many citizen scientists are already
participating in the project.’ (‘Social Proof’ motivation); 3.
‘You can contribute to science by answering questions about
sources of stress in your life and quality of sleep!’ (‘Contribution’ motivation); and 4. ‘Health psychology needs your help
to connect sources of stress to patterns of sleep behaviour’
(‘Altruism’ motivation).
The Morningness-Eveningness Questionnaire [13], served
as Neutral Questions in this study. The survey was presented
in its original form, with the exception of questions 1,2,10,17
and 18. In these five questions the mode of response was
changed from marking a place across a bar, to a multiplechoice format. This was done to better suit the online environment of this experiment.

METHOD

Participants
Participants were recruited online via Twitter and through
word of mouth. While recruiting on Twitter, we employed
the use of paid twitter ads that promoted our tweets across
participants who had used the hashtag #citizenscience. This
enabled us to reach a wider population of individuals open to
participating in citizen science, and avoid the recruitment of a
sample made up mostly of individuals already involved in academic research. While a small subset of participants was recruited through word of mouth and a link to the website was
emailed to them, most participants were recruited via social
5

The 14 Sensitive Questions were adapted from Malheiros
et al. [22]. As citizen science relies on voluntary contributions, in contrast to Malheiros et al, we did not make it
compulsory to answer each question. This survey therefore
made it possible to skip certain questions and still progress
to the next item. Moreover, in questions that asked participants to input information about third persons that they
might not have or be confused about, we added an option of
‘I prefer not to answer’ to distinguish between unwillingness
to answer and lack of sufficient information (such as email
addresses of friends or the address of previous employer).
The final part of the survey was the 3-question Westin
Privacy Scale [11] which required the participants to judge
the truthfulness of the following three statements alongside a 4- point Likert type scale, (1 = strongly disagree, 2 =
somewhat disagree, 3 = somewhat agree, and 4 = strongly
agree): 1. ‘Consumers have lost all control over how personal information is collected and used by companies‘; 2.
‘Most businesses handle the personal information they collect about consumers in a proper and confidential way‘; and
3. ‘Existing laws and organizational practices provide a reasonable level of protection for consumer privacy today.’ This
scale enables classification of participants as either privacy
fundamentalists who are defensive about sharing personal
data (agreed with the first statement and disagreed with the
second and third statements), privacy unconcerned who do
not have major concerns about parting with their personal
data (disagreed with the first statement and agreed with the
second and third statements). All other patterns of responses
to these statements classify participants as ‘privacy pragmatists’, that is individuals who weigh the pros and cons of
sharing their data and are willing to disclose information
when they feel it is beneficial and justified.

It is important to note that this study used deception. To
emulate the authentic context of citizen science, we created
a project called ‘Sleep Mapping’. Participants were told that
they are taking part in a study, which investigated the connection between sources of stress and sleep patterns. This
element of deception was used for several reasons. Firstly,
as noted by Bowser et al. [3], coordinators of citizen science
projects are not keen to ‘share’ their participants, for fear
that it could shift the focus away from the original purpose
of their initiatives, and it would therefore have been difficult
to recruit participants from an existing project. Secondly,
we were keen to conduct current research in the context of
a new project, so that the recruited sample would be more
representative of ‘dabblers’, as opposed to a select sample
of committed participants. Finally, it should be noted that
in the current study, the participant information sheet presented before the consent form, informed individuals about
the possibility of deception within the study; the debriefing
form seen by participants at the end of the study also fully
explained why deception was required.

4

RESULTS

Demographics
The link to the online ‘Sleep Mapping’ survey was followed
by 566 individuals, of which 331 decided to take part in the
study. Of those, participants who dropped out throughout
the survey (defined here as not having reached the final survey question) were excluded (n= 149). Although individuals
who followed the link to the survey were randomly assigned
to four Motivation groups in equal numbers, due to the pattern of attrition in this sample (participants dropping out
throughout the survey), the final sample (n=182) included
slightly uneven numbers of participants in the 4 motivational
groups: Learning (n=42), Social Proof (n=40), Contribution
(n=50), and Altruism (n=50).
The final n=182 sample consisted of 128 females, 53 males
and 1 participant who did not disclose their gender. Similarly,
data about age of participants were available for n=181; the
ages of participants ranged from 19 to 71 years old, with a
mean of 38 years (SD=11.5). Likewise, data about Internet
use were available for 181 participants, with 115 participants
stating that they ‘use the Internet all the time’, 61 who ‘use
the Internet several times per day’ and 5 who ‘use the Internet most days’. None of the participants chose the option
indicating the use of the Internet ‘less than once a week’
or ‘less than once a month’, indicating that this sample was
likely to rely on the Internet for many of their daily tasks.
None of these three variables (gender, age, Internet use) had
an impact on disclosure of information.

Procedure
The link advertised on Twitter led participants to the dedicated website created for this project under domain name
www.sleepmapping.net. There, a welcoming message was
followed by a link to the survey, hosted on the Qualtrics
platform. After being redirected to the Qualtrics website but
before starting the survey, participants were presented with
one of the four randomly assigned ‘motivational messages’,
adapted from Lee et al. [20]. After consenting to take part,
participants filled the 19-item Morningness-Eveningness
Questionnaire [13], which served as the Neutral Questions
in this study. Secondly, participants were asked to answer 14
questions, adapted from the study conducted by Malheiros et
al. [22], which served as Sensitive Items. Finally, participants
were presented with the Westin’s Privacy Scale [11] and
asked to make three judgements about the degree to which
they agree with three statements about privacy. Following
the survey, participants received a debriefing message.
6

With regards to previous citizen science experience, more
than half of the 182 participants had never taken part in a citizen science project before (n=115), while 46 had (n=20 took
part once before, and n=26 had taken part several times); 21
participants were ‘not sure’ about whether they had participated previously or not. We found no significant differences
on disclosure between these groups. Moreover, it should be
specified that, in the context of this study, all participants
are technically dabblers as this particular project only offers
the opportunity to participate once (i.e. to dabble with the
Sleep Mapping project).

privacy pragmatists (n=100), and privacy unconcerned
(n=11). Across this classification, privacy pragmatists
showed slightly higher overall disclosure (m=24.58, SD=2.07)
than privacy fundamentalists (m=24.18, SD=2.29) and
privacy unconcerned (m=23.45, SD=1.44). However, a
one-way between-subjects Analysis of Variance showed
that the impact of Westin group on overall disclosure was
not statistically significant (F(2,179) = 1.431, p = .242, partial
η 22 = .016). Hypothesis 1 was rejected.
Hypothesis 2
We predicted that participants would be more likely to disclose information when responding to neutral questions
than when responding to sensitive questions. Disclosure on
the neutral survey items (Circadian Rhythm Questionnaire)
that consisted of 19 questions was very high, ranging from
disclosure on 17 items to disclosure on all of the 19 items
(mean=18.98, SD= 0.16). This resulted in a mean 99.89% proportion of disclosure on neutral survey items. Disclosure on
the 14 sensitive items was low. It ranged from 3 disclosed
items to 12 disclosed items (mean=5.37, SD=2.12). This resulted in a mean 38.36% of disclosure on sensitive survey
items. A paired t-test showed that the difference between
conditions (sensitive vs neutral) was significant (t = 54.901,
df= 181, p=.000, 2-tailed). Hypothesis 2 was accepted.
It should also be noted that, in certain instances, participants included comments on questions even when disclosure
of information did not happen. For example, several participants, when asked questions about third party data noted
that they ‘can provide if needed but must ask for their permission first’. Another participant noted that they would be able
to provide the information however they didn‘t feel that they
had been warned about the possible collection of this type of
data (‘Yes, but you certainly didn’t ask me in advance if I was
OK to share that kind of information’). Another participant
left a comment saying, ‘why do you need this?’. Such quotes
suggest that participants maintain an alert and analytical
attitude towards the types of disclosure requests they are
faced with.

Participant Attrition
In this study, the sharpest decline in participant numbers
could be observed at the first stage of recruitment: while
566 participants clicked the link to the survey and were presented with one of the four randomly assigned motivational
messages, only 332 proceeded to view the Participant Information Sheet and answer the main consent question. 331
participants declared that they wished to proceed with the
study (they said ‘yes’ to the main consent question). Attrition over the following 17 consent questions (which were
each presented on a separate page requiring 2 clicks (‘yes’
and ‘next’) to proceed) resulted in a sample of n=240 at the
beginning of Demographics items.
Neutral items were all presented on one page. Twelve participants dropped out across these items. A sharp decline
in participant numbers was then observed at the point of
the first sensitive question: out of 228 participants who answered the last Neutral Item, only 205 answered the first
Sensitive Item. This 10.1 % relative decline at this point in
the survey suggests that participants paid attention to the
level of sensitivity of the questions they were being asked.
Nevertheless, only 10 participants dropped out over the
course of Sensitive Items, a comparable number to the 12
participants who dropped out throughout the longer, Neutral
Items, part of the survey. This suggests a greater role of the
point of change from neutral to sensitive questions in the
survey, than the cumulative impact of sensitive questions,
for participant attrition.
A final sharp decline can be observed when progressing
from the last sensitive questionnaire, to the Westin privacy
scale: here, 13 participants drop out before the Westin Scale.
In total, a sample of n=182 completes the last item of the
survey.

Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 predicted an interaction effect between the
impact of ‘motivational message’ and the impact of ‘item
sensitivity’ on level of disclosure. Table 1 displays the mean
disclosure on neutral and sensitive items across the four motivational groups. A mixed 4*2 Analysis of Variance showed
that there was a statistically significant interaction effect of
item sensitivity and motivation group interaction was significant: F(3,187) = 3.717, p = .013, partial η 2 = .059. Hypothesis
3 was accepted.
Post hoc comparisons of motivational groups were conducted to determine the relative importance of each of the

Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 assumed that ‘privacy fundamentalists’ would
be less likely to disclose information than those categorised
as privacy pragmatists and privacy unconcerned. Based on
their answers on the 3-item Westin Privacy Scale, participants were classified as privacy fundamentalists (n=71),
7

Table 1: Mean Disclosure Across Motivational Groups

Neutral items
Neutral Items %
Sensitive Items
Sensitive Items %

N=42
LEARNING

N=40
SOCIAL PROOF

N=50
CONTRIBUTION

N=50
ALTRUISM

19 (0.00)
100% (0.00%)
6.31 (2.94)
45.07% (21.02%)

19 (0.00)
100% (0.00%)
5.00 (1.47)
35.71% (10.48%)

18.94 (0.31)
99.68% (1.65%)
5.02 (1.89)
35.86% (13.49%)

19 (0.00)
100% (0.00%)
5.26 (2.94)
37.57% (12.56%)

4 motivational cues for influencing disclosure of Sensitive
Items. We found that the Sensitive Item disclosure in the
Learning group was significantly higher than in the Social
Proof (t = 2.530, df= 80, p=.013, 2-tailed), Contribution (t =
2.539, df= 90, p=.000, 2-tailed), and Altruism (t = 2.113, df=
90, p=.037, 2-tailed) messages. Moreover, the differences between Social Proof and Contribution (t = -.055, df= 88, p=.956,
2-tailed), Social Proof and Altruism (t = -.749, df= 88, p=.456,
2-tailed), and Altruism and Contribution (t = -.657, df= 98,
p=.513, 2-tailed), were not found to be statistically significant.
These results suggest that it was the Learning message solely
that was responsible for the differences between Sensitive
Item disclosure across the Motivational Group variable.
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different pattern of attrition. Alternatively, reminding participants that it is important to remain within the survey, even
if some questions are skipped and unanswered, could help
clarify the relationship between privacy-related attrition and
other reasons that may have caused dropping out such as
boredom.

Hypothesis 1
Contrary to our prediction, we found no evidence to suggest
that ‘privacy fundamentalists’, as classified by answers to the
3-item Westin Privacy Scale [11], were less likely to disclose
sensitive information than ‘privacy pragmatists’ or ‘privacy
unconcerned‘. It has been argued that personal attitudes
towards privacy can be overridden by perceived rewards to
be gained in exchange for disclosing data [24]. It is possible
that individuals in this study perceived the rewards of citizen
science participation to be greater than the ‘cost’ of disclosing
personal data, even if they did have concerns about privacy.
This is in line with the results of Bowser et al. [3] who found
that participants decided to share information even when
they had some privacy concerns, because their concerns
were overridden by the specific motivations they had to take
part in citizen science in the first place.
It should be noted that at this point we are not able to
directly compare the results demonstrated by Malheiros et
al. [22] from whom we adapted the sensitive item questions.
Malheiros et al. found that privacy fundamentalists were
less likely to submit the form in their study. In the current
study, the Westin scale was administered at the very end of
the survey (and therefore only to participants who have not
dropped out prior to this point), thus we were not able to observe the possible impact of the Westin scale classification on
attrition of participants. This was a methodological consideration necessary to avoid bias and maintain the authenticity
of the citizen science project. In the future however, it may
be useful to contact those participants who dropped out and
ask them to complete the Westin scale. This could help clarify whether privacy concern has any impact on participant
attrition. Overall, however, our results provide evidence to

DISCUSSION

This study investigated the degree to which motivational
messages, privacy attitudes and item sensitivity influence
data disclosure behaviour in a citizen science setting.
Participant Attrition
Following the initial dropout that can be expected in Internetbased survey research [12], where 234 participants dropped
out before viewing the Information Sheet and a further 92
dropped out over the consent form, sample size remained
relatively stable throughout the survey.
While filling the survey, a comparable numbers of participants dropped out during the Neutral Items (12 participants
over 19 questions) and Sensitive Items (10 participants over
14 questions). This suggests that once committed to answering a block of questions, citizen scientists do not leave the survey even when asked about sensitive data. This conclusion
is further supported by the fact the greatest post-consent decline (23 participants) happened just before the first Sensitive
Item, suggesting a greater role of the change in the sensitive
of items and a smaller role of accumulative impact of many
sensitive questions. It is nevertheless clear that presentation
of sensitive questions appears to detract individuals from
finishing the survey.
Future research might explore whether presenting neutral
and sensitive items together as one block would result in a
8

support the existence of a discrepancy between people’s selfreported privacy concern and their disclosure behaviour in
realistic scenarios [24].

relation to Hypothesis 1). Overall, however, it appears that
presenting a motivational message can lead to a participant
disclosing more personal information, even when the data
requests pertain to sensitive personal information. This is in
line with both the link between motivation and disclosure
found by Bowser et al. [3] as well as the theoretical link between the importance of clarity in communication about the
aims of collecting data and the ability of data collectors to
successfully gather personal information about data subjects
[5] .
From a practical standpoint, our findings suggest that
emphasising certain types of motivations can enhance the
volume of disclosed data and therefore support the primary
goals of projects that are focused on gathering personal data
from citizen scientists. It should however be clarified whether
‘Learning’ is the primary type of motivation that will encourage disclosure of information or whether different samples
may demonstrate variable sensitivity to different types of
motivational cues. Future research should explore the stability of the motivation-disclosure relationship across various
participant-specific variables such as personality traits, cognitive style, or mode of citizen science participation (casual
vs committed).
Despite the fact that our findings reached statistical significance, it should be noted that the differences in Sensitive
Item disclosure across motivational groups were relatively
small (45.07% of sensitive-item disclosure in participants
primed by Learning, compared to 35.71% for participants
primed by Social Proof, and 35.86% and 37.57% for those who
were presented with Contribution and Altruism messages,
respectively). In order to identify useful design implementations that could help increase data disclosure in citizen
science projects, more research needs to be conducted, both
exploring efficacy of motivational cues in larger samples, as
well as investigating participant sensitivity to those cues.
Finally, it should be noted that this study was conducted
with a sample that consisted primarily of ‘dabblers’ (casual
contributors). Future research should address the question of
to what extent motivational cues can encourage disclosure of
data across different samples, such as committed citizen scientists or students who participate in online research projects
in exchange for course credit.

Hypothesis 2
Replicating the results demonstrated by Malheiros and colleagues (2012), we found that participants were more likely to
disclose data when faced with neutral questions than when
answering questions about sensitive issues. Despite having
limited knowledge about the study’s purpose, participants
made their own judgements about whether a question was
relevant to the study’s aim or not.
Similarly to Malheiros et al. participants, our sample was
particularly resistant to answering questions about third
parties. From an ethical standpoint, this is a very positive
finding, suggesting that individuals are likely to respect the
privacy of third parties, and that this is true across different
contexts. The comments left by citizen scientists suggest that
they are far from being passive research participants - they
maintain an alertness regarding the types of disclosure requests they face. It is likely that citizen scientists are willing
to cooperate with researchers even when sensitive data are
requested, however they require full explanation of why the
researcher needs a particular type of data. This is in line
with the findings of Malheiros et al. [22], who demonstrated
that participants were less likely to share information if they
perceived the questions to be irrelevant to the overarching
purpose of the form they were filling. However, it is also
possible that participants were influenced by the name of
the study, ‘Sleep Mapping‘, to be more accepting of sleeprelated questions, and that if the necessity of investigating
stress sources was emphasised more saliently (for example
by calling the project a Sleep-Stress Study), then some of the
Sensitive Item questions could have appeared less invasive
and more relevant. This hypothesis could be clarified in future research by expanding the range of both the neutral
questions and the sensitive questions, as well as by conducting post-survey interviews with participants.
Hypothesis 3
We also found an interaction effect between the type of motivational priming and item sensitivity: participants primed
by the ‘Learning’ motivational message, were more likely
to disclose sensitive data, than participants primed by other
motivational messages. Motivational message did not have
an impact on disclosure across Neutral Questions. Firstly, it
should be noted that due to the ceiling effects in the Neutral
Question condition, we do not know whether participants
simply do not require additional motivation to disclose information when faced with non-sensitive questions, or whether
this could be due to the close connection between the Neutral items and the name of the project (as briefly discussed in
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LIMITATIONS

This study explored only a limited range of sensitive and
neutral questions and including a wider range of questions in
future research could help distinguish between withholding
of information due to perceived irrelevance of question to
the topic of study vs due to the level of sensitivity. Moreover,
we do not have much information on why some participants
dropped out - whether they were bored or unmotivated or
whether they found the survey too intrusive.
9

Motivational cues were only presented to participants
as a very brief pre-participation message; in the future, it
may be informative to ask participants to make a conscious
choice about the source of motivation they wish to prioritise
while participating in citizen science - in order to ensure
deeper cognitive processing of the motivational aspect of
the study. It should be explored whether such a study can
be conducted effectively and rigorously without the use of
deception. Future research must explore, both theoretically
and empirically, how to best implement motivational priming
in a way that remains within the boundaries of fair exchange.
In other words, it would not be ethically sound to prime
unsuspecting individuals to disclose more information than
they would have wanted to. Rather, the purpose of studying
motivational priming should be to support the principle of
fair exchange in citizen science and to learn what type of
rewards are most favoured by citizen scientists, in the context
of projects that require a relatively high level of disclosure
of potentially sensitive personal information.
We created our own project ‘sleep-mapping’ for the purposes of this research which required us to deceive our participants about the true purposes of our intentions. An alternative solution could have been to co-create a new project in
collaboration with researchers interested in running a real
citizen science initiative and collect privacy related data at
the same time as allowing participants to contribute data
to citizen science. This would have allowed us to minimise
the amount of deception. Nevertheless, in the context of the
curent study, we saw this option as not logistically feasible.
In the future, the citizen science research community will
benefit from more discussion on how to most productively
and ethically conduct research about citizen science and to
what extent deception is acceptable.
7

at the start of citizen science projects may be used to encourage disclosure of scientifically valuable personal data,
without having to be circumspect about the data that is being
collected and the ways in which it will be used.
8
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